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United States is not only ready to enter into commercial reciprocity, hut to
still stand ns China's friend and lend
Its influence to see that Bhe gets justice from those who would violate her

strategical responsibilities

and

Taft

and

Oriental

Trade.

In his Shanghai speech, addressing
a body of Influential merchants, diplomats and Chinese government officials,
Mr. Taft spoke in part as follows:
“We do not complain of loss of trade
that results from the employment of

great enterprise, Ingenuity

or

attention

to the demands of the Chinese market,
or the greater business ucuinen shown

We would have
by our competitors.
the right to protest at being secluded
from the trade of China by reason of
Insistence of the policy of the
our
Open Door. The acquiescence In this
policy of all the nations Interested has
and
been so unhesitating
emphatic
that It Is hardly worth while to speculate upon the probable action of the
United States lu case the Interests of
American merchants are placed In Jeopardy, and how far the United States
would go lu the protection of Its ChiIt Is clear,
nese trade, I cannot aay.
however, that our merchants are being
roused to the importance of the Chi
neea trade and they would view with
deep concern any and all political obstacles which menace that expansion.
“This feeling la likely to find expressloa In the action of the American govThe United States and the
ernment.
other powers favor the open door, and
If they are wlae they will encourage
the Empire to take long steps In administrative and governmental reform,
of
the development of the resources
welthe
of
the
Improvement
China, and
To do this would
the people.
fare
and position
China's
strength
add to
■a g self-respecting government and aid
her in preparing to resist possible foreign aggression in the seeking of undue
exclusive proprietary privileges.
and
Thus no foreign aid will be required
to enforce the open door and the policy
of equal opportunity for all."
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Republican administrabuilt up an export trade
East of something like

recent

tion* we have
with the Far
$1BO,000,000 per year. We have landed
an army on Chlnesa territory, and have
been drawn willy-nilly Into the vortex
During
of the Far Eastern question.
the period policies have been formulated
which hare compelled us to take a hand
We hare
In momeatous negotiations.
definitely enrolled the Far East among
the objects of our commercial and diplomatic solicitude. Things have changed
much during this ten years of Republics

"

importance

to the future

of American trade, of (lie open door, the
realization that, with the ex. ptiou of
Japan, no country is so well situated
as the United States, industrially ami
geographically, to make the most and
the best of the development of China.
These and other events have
transformed American indifference to the
fortunes of the Far East into a real,
live, tingling nnd vigilant concern.
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did not need the Chinese boycott

It

of American goods, or the outbreak of
the trouble with Japan over the Immi-

gration qin ntloli, to convince an impartial onlooker that America’s relations
with the powers of the Far East woukl,
more
before long, be
immediate, of
greater moment and possibly of greater
hazard than our relations with
the
The American fleet
powers of Europe.
has foreshadowed the systematic assertion of American power in the Pacific.
American interests in that ocean, commercial. political and territorial, have
been neglected far too long.
Father

of

the

Philippines.

Mr. Taft is in a sense the father of
the Philippines. It has been his kindly,
that
constructive statesman’s
hand
their original
evolved order out of
chaos. In his report submitted to Congress. ns n result of his visit to the
Philippines to be present at the opening
of their first Assembly, he made four
recommendations. First—action by ConStates
gress admitting to the United
Philippine products under such condl-.
interfere
tions that they would
not
with American tobacco and sugar industries; second, the removal of restrictions as to acquiring mining claims
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opportunity. All other
occupied, and to at-

the Orient the commercial possibilities
exceed the dreams of the optimist.
Are the American people ready toj
abandon such a situation and leave it]
to the mercy of the Democratic party'
with its failure of fifty years looking
at us from the past?

emergencies.

little

Developoienl.

tempt to wrest them from ether nations
In
would be of doubtful expediency.

stops

the income ?

of

Our nation has grown by obeying the
Instinct of development. We are to-day
entitled to l>e called Greater America,
but that greatness will be lost if we
forget the political philosophy which
has made us great—expansion of American thought, territory, mechanical skill,
civilization and philosophy. This is an
auspicious time for the creation and development of our export trade. The unexplored and undeveloped markets of
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and lands; third, further
legislation
authorizing the government to carry
on an agricultural bank, which is now
authorized only as a private enterprise;
fourth, the repeal of the law applying
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Richardson County to Judge
Taft and that is for every voter
to go to the polls on election

The

diplomat,

oil on the troubled waters
and changed the political storm there
raging, Into a placid sunshine of peace.
In Chinn he created such enthusiasm
as the Orientals have never shown to
any other visitor and left that empire
with the belief on their part that the
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WILLIAM H. TAFT AND
PACIFIC COMMERCE
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have more

years to live, and are now laying the
foundations of their business careers..
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how
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PHARMACY
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Falls City,

farmers

fared under the last Democratic adminLet them take the market
istration.
of
to-day and compare them
reports
with the prices that prevailed when Mr.
Bryan made his crusade for free silver
and hurled defiance at President Clevethe
gold
land because he stood by
standard. At the same time Bryan denounced the Republican party for Its
protectionist as well as sound money

position.

Perhaps

the first voter Is to

-is
engage In manufacturing or mining,
Does he
or otherwise.

wage-earner
want his American rate of wages aDd
the industry ho chooses reasonably protected against foreign competition? If
he does Mr. Bryan's leadership will
take him In the opposite direction.—
St. Louis Globe-Democrat.
The Tide ol Prosperity.
The tide of prosperity may ebb and
flow, hut the great wares of Industrial
wealth will continue to grow In volume with ever-increasing comfort and
happiness to our contented people, who
will soon number 100,000,000. And beand
skillful
cause of our Intelligent
labor, made so because of good wages
and good living, we shall make better
fabrics and build stronger structures—
that In spite of their higher cost In tbe
beginning will be cheaper In tbe end
and will be wanted by tbe people In
So that we
every corner of tbe earth.
shall capture tbe marketa of the world
In greater volume without ever sacrificing our home market, the foundation
of our national wealth and progress_
Hon. James S. Sherman.

It is Interesting to note to how great
an extent Governor Hughes
Is
commanding the support of Democrats In
New York State.—Springfield Republican.

Anyway, Mr. Taft never tried to
Mr. Bryan's government ownership raiment.—Omaha Bee.
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15 Duroc-Jersey males will be
priced right for the next 20 days.
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Henry Gassaway Davis, who was defeated with Parker four years ago, Is
wiser as well ns older.
He says he
sees no hope for the Democracy, and
thinks Parker Is again wasting valuable time in making speeches.—St
Louis Globe-Democrat.
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